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ILLBORN 2021-05-28
long ago the lord aiduel emerged from the deserts of the holy
land possessed with divine powers he used these to forcibly unify
the peoples of angall before his ascension to heaven

Nine Stories 2019-08-13
the original first rate serious and beautiful short fiction new york
times book review that introduced j d salinger to american
readers in the years after world war ii including a perfect day for
bananafish and the first appearance of salinger s fictional glass
family nine exceptional stories from one of the great literary
voices of the twentieth century witty urbane and frequently
affecting nine stories sits alongside salinger s very best work a
treasure that will passed down for many generations to come the
stories a perfect day for bananafish uncle wiggily in connecticut
just before the war with the eskimos the laughing man down at
the dinghy for esmé with love and squalor pretty mouth and
green my eyes de daumier smith s blue period teddy

Short Stories 2019-08-27
if you can t decide which new novel or nonfiction book to pick up
here s another idea try reading a short story collection rather
than focus on a singular narrative these unique options weave
together the voices of several writers or focus on multiple stories
by an author you know and love short stories are tiny windows
into other worlds and other minds and other dreams they are
journeys you can make to the far side of the universe and still be
back in time for dinner

Short Stories 2019-09-07
if you can t decide which new novel or nonfiction book to pick up
here s another idea try reading a short story collection rather
than focus on a singular narrative these unique options weave
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together the voices of several writers or focus on multiple stories
by an author you know and love short stories are tiny windows
into other worlds and other minds and other dreams they are
journeys you can make to the far side of the universe and still be
back in time for dinner

The Epigram Books Collection of Best
New Singaporean Short Stories 2019
the best short fiction published by singaporean writers in 2017
and 2018 the epigram books collection of best new singaporean
short stories volume four gathers the finest singaporean stories
published in 2017 and 2018 selected by guest editor pooja nansi
from hundreds published in journals magazines anthologies and
single author collections accompanying the stories are the editor
s preface and an extensive list of honourable mentions for further
reading reader reviews the stories range from intimate family
portraits to speculative science fiction but every piece speaks to
universal experiences of love loss desire and disappointment if
you ve either never read singaporean literature this would be a
good place to start if crazy rich asians was the last thing you
read by a local author even better wonderwall sg

Swim Back to Me 2011-04-05
from ann packer author of the new york times best selling novels
the dive from clausen s pier and songs without words a collection
of burnished emotionally searing stories framed by two
unforgettable linked narratives that express the transformation
of a single family over the course of a lifetime a wife struggles to
make sense of her husband s sudden disappearance a mother
mourns her teenage son through the music collection he left
behind a woman shepherds her estranged parents through her
brother s wedding and reflects on the year her family collapsed a
young man comes to grips with the joy and vulnerability of
fatherhood and in the masterly opening novella two teenagers
from very different families forge a sustaining friendship only to
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discover the disruptive and unsettling power of sex ann packer is
one of our most talented archivists of family life with its hidden
crevasses and unforeseeable perils and in these stories she
explores the moral predicaments that define our social and
emotional lives the frailty of ordinary grace and the ways in
which we are shattered and remade by loss with swim back to
me she delivers shimmering psychological precision unfailing
intelligence and page turning drama her most enticing work yet

How to Write what You Want and Sell
what You Write 1995
not loaded with theory skip s invaluable book contains concise
easily understood and applied advice for both writing and
marketing any kind of book article story play screen play report
proposal or anything else you can think of how to write what you
want and sell what you write is for every writer or wannabe who
needs to sort out his or her desires capabilities and strengths
and even more importantly learn the particular formats for the
kind of writing in which he or she is interested

Best Short Story Collections
2019-09-14
short stories are tiny windows into other worlds and other minds
and other dreams they are journeys you can make to the far side
of the universe and still be back in time for dinner the short story
is one of the finest forms of writing as short as a paragraph at
times or as lengthy as a novel short stories are widely read and
immensely lauded some of the most exceptional writers have
dabbled in this form penning beautiful unforgettable stories

The Peripatetic Coffin and Other
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Stories 2013-05-07
the stories in the peripatetic coffin and other stories a collection
from ethan rutherford map the surprising ways in which the
world we think we know can unexpectedly reveal its darker
contours in stories that are alternately funny persuasive and
compelling unforgettable characters are confronted with and
battle against the limitations of their lives rutherford s work has
been selected by alice sebold for inclusion in the volume of the
best american short stories that she edited and also published in
ploughshares one story and american short fiction

Interpreter of Maladies 1999
in nine stories imbued with the sensual details of indian culture
lahiri charts the emotional journeys of characters seeking love
beyond the barriers of nations and generations

Homesick For Another World
2017-01-12
razor sharp zadie smith an electrifying prizewinning short story
collection from the booker shortlisted author of eileen and my
year of rest and relaxation there s something eerily unsettling
about ottessa moshfegh s stories something almost dangerous
while also being delightful and often even weirdly hilarious her
characters are all unsteady on their feet all yearning for
connection and betterment in very different ways but each of
them seems destined to be tripped up by their own baser
impulses the flesh is weak the timber is crooked people are cruel
to each other and stupid and hurtful but beauty comes from
strange sources and the dark energy surging through these
stories is oddly and powerfully invigorating one of the most
gifted and exciting young writers in america she shows us
uncomfortable things and makes us look at them forensically
until we find suddenly that we are really looking at ourselves
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moshfegh s writing is cinematic vivid immediate tls

Householders 2021-09-14
a 2022 firecracker award for fiction finalist a cbc books and quill
quire anticipated fall book a lambda literary most anticipated
lgbtqia title a 49th shelf book of the year 2021 linked short
stories about families nascent queers and self deluded utopians
explore the moral ordinary strangeness in their characters
overlapping lives a woman impersonates a nun online with
unexpected consequences in a rapidly changing neighborhood
tensions escalate around two events planned for the same day
the barista girlfriend of a tech billionaire survives a zombie
apocalypse only to face spending her life with the paranoid super
rich the linked stories in householders move effortlessly from the
commonplace to the fantastic from west end toronto to a trailer
in the middle of nowhere from a university campus to a state of
the art underground bunker from a commune in the woods to a
city and back again exploring the ordinary strangeness in the
lives of recurring characters and overlapping dramas
householders combines the intimacy precision and clarity of
short fiction with the depth and reach of a novel and mines the
moral hazards inherent in all the ways we try and fail to save one
another and ourselves

Days of Awe 2019-05-21
for many jewish people in the mid twentieth century zionism was
an unquestionable tenet of what it meant to be jewish seventy
years later a growing number of american jews are instead
expressing solidarity with palestinians questioning old
allegiances to israel how did that transformation come about
what does it mean for the future of judaism in days of awe atalia
omer examines this shift through interviews with a new
generation of jewish activists rigorous data analysis and
fieldwork within a progressive synagogue community she
highlights people politically inspired by social justice campaigns
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including the black lives matter movement and protests against
anti immigration policies these activists she shows discover that
their ethical outrage at us policies extends to israel s treatment
of palestinians for these american jews the jewish history of
dispossession and diaspora compels a search for solidarity with
liberation movements this shift produces innovations within
jewish tradition including multi racial and intersectional
conceptions of jewishness and movements to reclaim prophetic
judaism charting the rise of such religious innovation omer
points toward the possible futures of post zionist judaism

Your Duck Is My Duck 2018-09-25
eisenberg reminds us in every line of certain saving virtues wit
wild intelligence great heart the beauty of the inquiring human
voice if our culture can produce a writer this wonderful there
must be something beautiful about us yet george saunders
instead of forcing her characters stories into neat arbitrary
preordained shapes eisenberg allows them to grow organically
into oddly shaped asymmetrical narratives narratives that
possess all the surprising twists and dismaying turns of real life
new york times deborah eisenberg one of america s finest writers
offers new ways of seeing and feeling as if something were being
perfected at the core san francisco chronicle reading eisenberg
makes you wish as you study the family in front of you in the
grocery line that you could see their thoughts rendered as one of
eisenberg s stunning inner monologues los angeles times s
uperlative and entertaining eisenberg is funny grim biting and
wise but always with a light touch and always in the service of
worlds that extend far beyond the page a virtuoso at rendering
the flickering gestures by which people simultaneously hide and
reveal themselves eisenberg is an undisputed master of the short
story publishers weekly starred review eisenberg is always worth
the wait so instantly absorbing that it feels like an abduction this
book offers no palliatives to its characters or to its readers no
plan of action but it is a compass the new york times eisenberg is
a gorgeous writer i thank my stars that there s a writer in the
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increasingly imperiled world as smart and funny and blazingly
moral and devastatingly sidelong as she is new york times book
review every character is memorable every situation seizes our
attention and not a single word is out of place it s my fervent
hope that someday we ll have the opportunity to look back on the
many more stories that deborah eisenberg has yet to write
financial times

Jesus' Son 2009-02-17
jesus son is a visionary chronicle of dreamers addicts and lost
souls these stories tell of spiraling grief and transcendence of
rock bottom and redemption of getting lost and found and lost
again the raw beauty and careening energy of denis johnson s
prose has earned this book a place among the classics of
twentieth century american literature

All Out 2018-02-27
imagines the lives of queer teens throughout different time
periods often playing with genre retellings fairy tales magical
realism fantasy as well vulture seventeen young adult authors
across the queer spectrum have come together to create a
collection of beautifully written diverse historical fiction for teens
from a retelling of little red riding hood set in war torn 1870s
mexico featuring a transgender soldier to two girls falling in love
while mourning the death of kurt cobain to forbidden love in a
sixteenth century spanish convent and an asexual girl
discovering her identity amid the 1970s roller disco scene all out
tells a diverse range of stories across cultures time periods and
identities shedding light on an area of history often ignored or
forgotten featuring original stories from malinda lo mackenzi lee
robin talley kody keplinger elliot wake anna marie mclemore
shaun david hutchinson dahlia adler tess sharpe kate scelsa
natalie c parker sara farizan nilah magruder tessa gratton tehlor
kay mejia alex sanchez scott tracey readers searching for
positive nuanced and authentic queer representation or just a
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darn good selection of stories need look no further than this
superb collection kirkus reviews starred review exceptional in
scope and quality gives voice to the experiences that have long
existed but often go unrepresented publishers weekly starred
review read the entire set of companion anthologies featuring
queer teens in the past present and future all out the no longer
secret stories of queer teens throughout the ages out now queer
we go again out there into the queer new yonder

Are You Enjoying? 2021-05-27
are you enjoying is emotional equally hilarious and gutting i
couldn t put this book down because i d been welcomed into the
most intimate parts of these characters lives rupi kaur fresh
intelligent and bold mira sethi s stories open up fascinating slices
of contemporary life in pakistan mohsin hamid complex delicate
stories alert both to the comic and the tragic and while they
focus on characters changing in a changing society there is a
timelessness about sethi s work that i think comes from her
precise observations that a reader will remember like lines of
poetry for their beauty kiran desai childhood best friends decide
to marry in order to keep their sexuality a secret a young heiress
embarks on a secret affair ending in devastation but not for the
party who was braced for it a glum divorcee reaches out to his
american neighbour a radicalised student s preparations for his
sister s wedding in lahore involve beating up the groom an
actress from a sheltered background in karachi is forced to grow
up fast on the set of her first major tv show where the real
intrigue takes place off screen from one of pakistan s most
exciting young writers comes an exhilarating audacious debut
story collection upending traditional notions of identity
scrutinising the relationship between power and desire and
fizzing with energy and wit

Kaya's Short Story Collection 2006
presents a collection of stories about the life and times of kaya a
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Aesop's Fables 1994
a collection of animal fables told by the greek slave aesop

Together, Apart 2020-10-20
a collection of original contemporary love stories set during life
in lockdown by some of today s most popular ya authors erin
craig delivers on a story about a cute pizza delivery boy auriane
desombre captures a girl trying to impress her crush on tiktok
and bill konigsberg takes readers along on daily walks where
every step brings two boys closer to love there s roommates to
enemies to something more from rachael lippincott a tale of a
girl with a mask making business and her potentially famous
crush from erin hahn and a music inspired meet cute from sajni
patel brittney morris sparks a connection with the help of two
balcony herb gardens jennifer yen writes an unconventional
romance that starts with a fortune reading and a take out order
and natasha preston steals hearts when a girl meets up with the
boy next door in a storybook oak tree romantic realistic sweet
and uplifting together apart is a collection of finding love in
unexpected places during an unprecedented time each with the
one thing we all want a guaranteed happy ending in support of
the book s publication a donation will be made to active minds a
nonprofit organization dedicated to mental health education
research and advocacy for young adults ages 14 25

All the Names They Used for God
2018-02-20
one of the best collections i ve ever read every single story is a
standout roxane gay winner of the chautauqua prize longlisted
for the story prize named one of the best books of the year by npr
refinery29 bookriot fuses science myth and imagination into a
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dark and gorgeous series of questions about our current
predicaments anthony doerr author of all the light we cannot see
a dystopian tale about genetically modified septuplets who are
struck by a mysterious illness a love story about a man
bewitched by a mermaid a stirring imagining of the lives of
nigerian schoolgirls in the aftermath of a boko haram kidnapping
the stories in all the names they used for god break down genre
barriers from science fiction to american gothic to magical
realism to horror and are united by each character s brutal
struggle with fate like many of us the characters in this
collection are in pursuit of the sublime along the way they must
navigate the borderland between salvation and destruction
named a must read book by harper s bazaar entertainment
weekly am new york reading women and a top read by elle fast
company the christian science monitor bustle shondaland
popsugar refinery29 bookish newsday the millions asian
american writers workshop hellogiggles strange and wonderful
delightfully unexpected the new york times book review
completing one story is like having lived an entire life and then
being born breathless into another carmen maria machado
captivating npr gripping los angeles review of books a
remarkable debut sachdeva is seemingly fearless and her talent
limitless am new york this phenomenal debut short story
collection is filled with stories that bring the otherworldly to life
and examine the strangeness of humanity bustle so rich they
read like dreams they are enormous stories not in length but in
ambition each an entirely new unsparing world beautiful
draining and entirely unforgettable kirkus reviews starred review

What It Means When a Man Falls from
the Sky 2017-04-04
a pbs newshour new york times book club pick a national book
foundation 5 under 35 honoree winner of the 2017 kirkus prize
winner of the nypl s young lions fiction award finalist for the
national book critics circle leonard prize shortlisted for the aspen
words literary prize a dazzlingly accomplished debut collection
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explores the ties that bind parents and children husbands and
wives lovers and friends to one another and to the places they
call home in who will greet you at home a national magazine
award finalist for the new yorker a woman desperate for a child
weaves one out of hair with unsettling results in wild a disastrous
night out shifts a teenager and her nigerian cousin onto uneasy
common ground in the future looks good three generations of
women are haunted by the ghosts of war while in light a father
struggles to protect and empower the daughter he loves and in
the title story in a world ravaged by flood and riven by class
experts have discovered how to fix the equation of a person with
rippling unforeseen repercussions evocative playful subversive
and incredibly human what it means when a man falls from the
sky heralds the arrival of a prodigious talent with a remarkable
career ahead of her

The King Is Always Above the People
2017-10-31
longlisted for the 2017 national book award for fiction an urgent
essential collection of stories about immigration broken dreams
los angeles gang members latin american families and other tales
of high stakes journeys from the award winning author of war by
candlelight and at night we walk in circles migration betrayal
family secrets doomed love uncertain futures in daniel alarcón s
hands these are transformed into deeply human stories with high
stakes in the thousands people are on the move and forging new
paths hope and heartbreak abound a man deals with the fallout
of his blind relatives mysterious deaths and his father s mental
breakdown and incarceration in the bridge a gang member
discovers a way to forgiveness and redemption through the haze
of violence and trauma in the ballad of rocky rontal and in the
tour de force novella the auroras a man severs himself from his
old life and seeks to make a new one in a new city only to find
himself seduced and controlled by a powerful woman richly
drawn full of unforgettable characters the king is always above
the people reveals experiences both unsettling and unknown and
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yet eerily familiar in this new world

The Paper Menagerie and Other
Stories 2016-03-08
presents the author s selection of his best short stories as well as
a new piece in a collection that includes the man who ended
history a documentary mono no aware and the waves

Wild Swims 2021-02-02
a dazzling return to the short story by a finalist for the man
booker international prize in fourteen effervescent stories dorthe
nors plumbs the depths of the human heart from desire to
melancholy and everything in between just as she did in her
english language debut karate chop nors slices straight to the
core of the conflict in only a few pages but wild swims expands
the borders of her gaze following people as they travel through
copenhagen london los angeles minneapolis and elsewhere here
are portraits of men and women full of restless longing people
who are often seeking a home but rarely finding it a lie told
during a fraught ferry ride on the north sea becomes a wound
that festers between school friends a writer at a remote cabin
befriends the mother of an ex lover two friends knock doors to
solicit fraudulent donations for the cancer society a woman taken
with the idea of wild swims ventures as far as the local swimming
pool these stories have already been featured in the pages of new
yorker harper s magazine tin house and a public space they
sound the darker tones of human nature and yet find the brighter
chords of hope and humor as well cutting and offbeat without
ever losing its warmth wild swims is a master class in concision
and restraint and a path to living life without either with wild
swims nors s star will continue to be ascendant
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Inheritors 2020-07-14
winner of the pen open book award winner of the story prize
spotlight award a kaleidoscopic portrait of five generations
scattered across asia and the united states inheritors is a
heartbreakingly beautiful and brutal exploration of a japanese
family fragmented by the pacific side of world war ii a retired
doctor is forced to confront the moral consequences of his
wartime actions his brother s wife compelled to speak of a fifty
year old murder reveals the shattering realities of life in
occupied japan half a century later her estranged american
granddaughter winds her way back east pursuing her absent
father s secrets decades into the future two siblings face the
consequences of their great grandparents war as the world
shimmers on the brink of an even more pervasive violence
grappling with the legacies of loss imperialism and war
inheritors offers an intricate tapestry of stories illuminating the
complex ways in which we live interpret and pass on our tangled
histories

The Collected Stories 1992
william trevor has crafted the short story to perfection giving us
brilliant and subtle stories full of the reversals surprises and
shadowy truths we discover in life itself to read this volume is
not just to encounter an extraordinary literary stylist but to
understand life as surely as though we were looking through the
eyes of his protagonists and deeper still into their hearts these
stories depict the comforts and frustrations of life in rural ireland
the complexities of family relationships and the elusive grace of
love they portray the almost invisible strands that bind people to
each other as well as the chains that imprison them in solitary
yearning startling funny compassionate and profound william
trevor s stories engage and provoke us as only the best fiction
can
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Kit's Short Story Collection 2006
read about kit s life during the depression and how she is
determined to make a difference for her family and her
community

Sabrina & Corina 2019-04-02
national book award finalist latinas of indigenous descent living
in the american west take center stage in this haunting debut
story collection a powerful meditation on friendship mothers and
daughters and the deep rooted truths of our homelands here are
stories that blaze like wildfires with characters who made me
laugh and broke my heart sandra cisneros winner of the
american book award finalist for the story prize finalist for the
pen robert w bingham prize for debut short story collection kali
fajardo anstine s magnetic story collection breathes life into her
latina characters of indigenous ancestry and the land they
inhabit in the american west against the remarkable backdrop of
denver colorado a place that is as fierce as it is exquisite these
women navigate the land the way they navigate their lives with
caution grace and quiet force in sugar babies ancestry and
heritage are hidden inside the earth but tend to rise during land
disputes any further west follows a sex worker and her daughter
as they leave their ancestral home in southern colorado only to
find a foreign and hostile land in california in tomi a woman
leaves prison and finds herself in a gentrified city that is a
shadow of the one she remembers from her childhood and in the
title story sabrina corina a denver family falls into a cycle of
violence against women coming together only through ritual
sabrina corina is a moving narrative of unrelenting feminine
power and an exploration of the universal experiences of
abandonment heritage and an eternal sense of home named one
of the best books of the year by the new york public library
kirkus reviews library journal sabrina corina isn t just good it s
masterful storytelling fajardo anstine is a fearless writer her
women are strong and scarred witnesses of the violations of their
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homelands their culture their bodies her plots turn and surprise
unerring and organic in their comprehensiveness her characters
break your heart but you keep on going because you know you
are in the hands of a master her stories move through the heart
of darkness and illuminate it with the soul of truth julia alvarez
author of how the garcía girls lost their accents a powerhouse
debut stylistically superb with crisp dialogue and unforgettable
characters sabrina corina introduces an impressive new talent to
american letters rigoberto gonzález nbc news

Good Bones 2010-07-01
a treasure trove of collected works from the legendary author of
the handmaid s tale and alias grace queen gertrude gives hamlet
a piece of her mind an ugly sister and a wicked stepmother put in
a good word for themselves a reincarnated bat explains how
bram stoker got dracula hopelessly wrong bones and murder is a
bewitching cocktail of prose and poetry fiction and fairytales as
well as some of atwood s own illustrations it s pure distilled
atwood deliciously strong and bittersweet a marvellous miniature
sample case of atwood s sensuous and sardonic talents times
literary supplement

The Dark Dark 2018-09-13
a best book of the year npr vogue the huffington post the chicago
review of books the national post electric literature kirkus wields
such a subtle and alien power wonderfully spooky jia tolentino
the new yorker a feminist manifesto threaded through
imaginative fiction it s the most evocative impressive collection i
ve read this year daniel johnson the paris review step into the
dark dark where an award winning acclaimed novelist debuts her
first collection of short stories and conjures entire universes in
just a few pages conjures splits in half mines for humor destroys
with absurdity and regenerates in prose that sparkles and haunts
samantha hunt playfully pushes the bounds of the expected and
fills every corner with vibrant life imagining numerous ways in
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which the weird might poke its way through the mundane each
of these ten haunting inventive tales brings us to the brink of
creation mortality and immortality infidelity and transformation
technological innovation and historical revision loneliness and
communion and every kind of love laced with lyricism hope hunt
s characteristic sly wit and her unflinching gaze into the ordinary
horrors of human existence the dark dark celebrates the
mysteries and connections that swirl around us it s never all the
same hunt tells us it changes a tiny bit every time see for
yourself

The Starlit Wood 2017-10-17
this first rate anthology of reimagined fairy tales locus magazine
features an all star lineup of award winning and critically
acclaimed writers once upon a time it s how so many of our most
beloved stories start fairy tales have dominated our cultural
imagination for centuries from the brothers grimm to the
countess d aulnoy from charles perrault to hans christian
anderson storytellers have crafted all sorts of tales that have
always found a place in our hearts now a new generation of
storytellers has taken up the mantle that the masters created and
shaped their stories into something startling and electrifying
packed with award winning authors this fresh diverse library
journal anthology explores an array of fairy tales in startling and
innovative ways in genres and settings both traditional and
unusual including science fiction western and post apocalyptic as
well as traditional fantasy and contemporary horror from the
woods to the stars the starlit wood new fairy tales takes readers
on a journey at once unexpected and familiar as a diverse group
of writers explore some of our most beloved tales in new ways
across genres and styles contains stories by charlie jane anders
aliette de bodard amal el mohtar jeffrey ford max gladstone
theodora goss daryl gregory kat howard stephen graham jones
margo lanagan marjorie liu seanan mcguire garth nix naomi
novik sofia samatar karin tidbeck catherynne m valente and
genevieve valentine
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A Universe of Wishes 2021-07-06
fifteen diverse stories from the leading voices in ya including a
tale set in v e schwab s bestselling shades of magic series
anything is possible from we need diverse books fifteen award
winning and celebrated diverse authors deliver stories about a
princess without need of a prince a monster long misunderstood
memories that vanish with a spell and voices that refuse to stay
silent in the face of injustice alucard and prince rhy s
relationship in v e schwab s shades of magic series is finally
revealed anna marie mclemore gives cinderella a trans retelling
while letters supernaturally cross borders between gaza and
california in tochi onyebuchi s habibi close your eyes make a
wish the universe is yours for the taking

How to Love a Jamaican 2018-08-09
in this thrilling debut collection alexia arthurs is all too easy to
love zadie smith tenderness and cruelty loyalty and betrayal
ambition and regret these are the tensions at the heart of alexia
arthurs debut book about jamaican immigrants and their families
back home some stories ask big questions about the things that
define a person others explode small moments of deep
significance and lasting effect sweeping from close knit island
communities to the streets of new york city how to love a
jamaican offers a portrait of a nation a people and a way of life
vibrant lyrical and intimate this collection of eleven short stories
shows alexia arthurs to be one of the most dynamic and exciting
young authors writing today it includes the story bad behavior
for which she won the paris review s plimpton prize

The Penguin Book of the Modern
American Short Story 2021-05-04
a selection of the best and most representative contemporary
american short fiction from 1970 to 2020 including such authors
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as ursula k leguin toni cade bambara jhumpa lahiri sandra
cisneros and ted chiang hand selected by celebrated editor and
anthologist john freeman in the past fifty years the american
short story has changed dramatically new voices forms and
mixtures of styles have brought this unique genre a thrilling
burst of energy the penguin book of the modern american short
story celebrates this avalanche of talent this rich anthology
begins in 1970 and brings together a half century of powerful
american short stories from all genres including for the first time
in a collection of this scale science fiction horror and fantasy
placing writers such as ursula k le guin ken liu and stephen king
next to some beloved greats of the literary form raymond carver
grace paley chimamanda ngozi adichie and denis johnson culling
widely john freeman the former editor of granta and now editor
of his own literary annual brings forward some astonishing work
to be regarded in a new light often overlooked tales by dorothy
allison percival everett and charles johnson will recast the shape
and texture of today s enlarging atmosphere of literary dialogue
stories by lauren groff and ted chiang raise the specter of
engagement in ecocidal times short tales by tobias wolff george
saunders and lydia davis rub shoulders with near novellas by
susan sontag and andrew holleran this book will be a treasure
trove for readers writers and teachers alike

Five-Carat Soul 2017-09-26
one of the new york times 100 notable books of 2017 a pinball
machine zinging with sharp dialogue breathtaking plot twists and
naughty humor mcbride at his brave and joyous best new york
times book review from the new york times bestselling author of
the good lord bird winner of the 2013 national book award for
fiction deacon king kong and kill em and leave a james brown
biography the stories in five carat soul none of them ever
published before spring from the place where identity humanity
and history converge they re funny and poignant insightful and
unpredictable imaginative and authentic all told with mcbride s
unrivaled storytelling skill and meticulous eye for character and
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detail mcbride explores the ways we learn from the world and
the people around us an antiques dealer discovers that a
legendary toy commissioned by civil war general robert e lee
now sits in the home of a black minister in queens five strangers
find themselves thrown together and face unexpected judgment
an american president draws inspiration from a conversation he
overhears in a stable and members of the five carat soul bottom
bone band recount stories from their own messy and hilarious
lives as mcbride did in his national book award winning the good
lord bird and his bestselling the color of water he writes with
humor and insight about how we struggle to understand who we
are in a world we don t fully comprehend the result is a
surprising perceptive and evocative collection of stories that is
also a moving exploration of our human condition

The Collected Short Stories 2018-12-01
the collected short stories brings together three of jeffrey archer
s classic collections of short stories a quiver full of arrows a twist
in the tale and twelve red herrings every reader will have their
own favourites the choices run from an imprisoned man who is
certain that his supposed murder victim is very much alive to a
female driver pursued relentlessly by a menacing figure in
another vehicle an offhand remark is taken seriously by a chinese
sculptor in one tale while a british diplomat unexpectedly
becomes the owner of a priceless work of art in another and over
three of the stories discover a hauntingly written atmospheric
account of two undergraduates at oxford in the thirties a tale of
bitter rivalry that ends in a memorable love story these stories
are packed full of the master storyteller s unexpected twists
richly drawn characters and ingenious witty denouements some
will make you laugh others will bring you to tears and as always
every one of them will keep you spellbound

Ulverton 2012-01-31
immerse yourself in the stories of ulverton as heard on bbc radio
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4 book at bedtime sometimes you forget that it is a novel and
believe for a moment that you are really hearing the voice of the
dead hilary mantel at the heart of this novel lies the fictional
village of ulverton it is the fixed point in a book that spans three
hundred years different voices tell the story of ulverton one of
cromwell s soldiers staggers home to find his wife remarried and
promptly disappears an eighteenth century farmer carries on an
affair with a maid under his wife s nose a mother writes letters to
her imprisoned son a 1980s real estate company discover a
soldier s skeleton dated to the time of cromwell told through
diaries sermons letters drunken pub conversations and film
scripts this is a masterful novel that reconstructs the unrecorded
history of england with an introduction from robert macfarlane

The Dangers of Smoking in Bed
2021-01-12
the beautiful horrible world of mariana enriquez as glimpsed in
the dangers of smoking in bed with its disturbed adolescents
ghosts decaying ghouls the sad and angry homeless of modern
argentina is the most exciting discovery i ve made in fiction for
some time kazuo ishiguro the guardian shortlisted for the
international booker prize new york times editors choice finalist
los angeles times book prize ray bradbury prize kirkus prize one
of the best books of the year oprah daily new york public library
electric lit lithub kirkus reviews mariana enriquez has been
critically lauded for her unconventional and sociopolitical stories
of the macabre populated by unruly teenagers crooked witches
homeless ghosts and hungry women they walk the uneasy line
between urban realism and horror the stories in her new
collection are as terrifying as they are socially conscious and
press into being the unspoken fetish illness the female body the
darkness of human history with bracing urgency a woman is
sexually obsessed with the human heart a lost rotting baby
crawls out of a backyard and into a bedroom a pair of teenage
girls can t let go of their idol an entire neighborhood is cursed to
death when it fails to respond correctly to a moral dilemma
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written against the backdrop of contemporary argentina and with
a resounding tenderness toward those in pain in fear and in
limbo the dangers of smoking in bed is mariana enriquez at her
most sophisticated and most chilling

The Largesse of the Sea Maiden
2018-01-16
twenty five years after jesus son a haunting new collection of
short stories on mortality and transcendence from national book
award winner and two time pulitzer prize finalist denis johnson
national bestseller named one of the ten best books of the year
by dwight garner the new york times maureen corrigan npr s
fresh air chicago tribune newsday new york av club publishers
weekly ranks with the best fiction published by any american
writer during this short century new york a posthumous
masterpiece entertainment weekly named one of the best books
of the year by the new york times book review the washington
post npr the boston globe new york public library kirkus reviews
bloomberg the largesse of the sea maiden is the long awaited
new story collection from denis johnson written in the luminous
prose that made him one of the most beloved and important
writers of his generation this collection finds johnson in new
territory contemplating the ghosts of the past and the elusive
and unexpected ways the mysteries of the universe assert
themselves finished shortly before johnson s death this collection
is the last word from a writer whose work will live on for many
years to come praise for the largesse of the sea maiden an
instant classic newsday exceptional luminosity hits a powerful
vein the new york times book review grace and oblivion are
inextricably yoked in these transcendent stories johnson s gift is
to extract the beauty in all that brokenness the wall street
journal nobody ever wrote like denis johnson nobody ever came
close we re just left with this miraculous book these perfect
stories the last words from one of the world s greatest writers
npr
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